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CHAPTERR TWO 

Neo-liberall Globalisation, Socialism and Anti-imperialist State Resistance 

'Woo estamos en contra de la global'izacion, no se puede estar, es una ley de hisioria; estamos contra la 

globalizaciónglobalización neoliberal, la quieren imponer al mundo y que sera insostenible, se derrambara, y hav 

queque ayudar a derrumbarla, v para ayudar hace falta conciencia que se ha llevado a cabo de la 

Revolution.'Revolution.''' Fidel Castro, 20 July 1998 

Theree appears to be a number of "truths" or ideas that dominate contemporary 

politicall  and economic thinking. One of them is that Socialism is dead. This is often 

sustainedd by the experience of the demise of the Soviet Bloc in Eastern Europe and 

thee collapse of other so-called socialist states during the early 1990s. The other "truth" 

iss that neo-liberalism, the tendency of states to reduce their intervention in economic, 

financiall  and social planning, is the uncontested and most widely accepted, practicing 

economicc ideology that will bring the world towards economic prosperity. Finally, a 

synthesiss of the last two, that because Western capitalism rose triumphant over state 

socialism,, there are no alternatives to the process of neo-liberal globalisation, and thus 

itt is inevitable. While these "truths" or ideas have been widely challenged by a variety 

off  global social movements stemming from grassroots organisations in civil society 

andd non-mainstream political activists, few states or state leaders have contested the 

hegemonyy of neo-liberal ideology in the current phase of globalisation.2 Here Cuba is 

att the crux of the matter. 

Throughoutt the 1990s, grass roots movements have evolved into greater struggles for democratic 
rightss of indigenous peoples, economic equality through fair trade, peace, the elimination of poverty, 
concernn for the environment and alternatives to capitalist development. Though pluralistic in the issues 
theyy tackle, year-by-year, these tendencies have drawn closer together and appear to be forming one 
globall  movement of socio-economic justice. Some scholar-activists have dedicated the bulk of their 
workk to analyse and support these movements, among them there are: Susan George, Alex Callinicos, 
Mikee Gonzalez, Ronnie Hall and Barry Coates. In a publication entitled Anti-Capitalism: A Guide to 
thee Movement (2001), these writers together with other analysts argue for an alternative to neo-liberal 
globalisation.. They also highlight where the global movements have demonstrated their willingness to 
formm common agendas. References are often made to Seattle, Washington 1999 where 70.000 
demonstratorss took to the streets to protest against the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and Genoa, 
Italyy in July 2001, when 300.000 people demonstrated against the G-8 Summit. In recent times, the 
mediaa has erroneously tended to classify the struggles of those that challenge the present world order as 
thosee belonging to the "anti-globalist" movement. Contrarily, analysts like those mentioned above have 
emphasizedd that those who manifest their disenchantment with current global structures are not against 
globalisation.. Rather, they are against neo-liberal or corporate-led globalisation and are attempting to 
constructt a globalisation of justice from below. Interestingly enough, Fidel Castro has been the only 
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Thee perseverance in socialist thinking by the Cuban state and its resistance to neo-

liberall  globalisation are the essential themes that are dealt with in this book. In order 

too continue this survey, it is necessary to take a closer look at what exactly Cuba is 

resisting.. Although few would argue that the fall of Soviet Communism and neo-

liberall  globalisation are not intertwined, there is disagreement about which came first. 

Somee political economists might suggest that the demise of Soviet Communism in 

Easternn Europe unleashed the forces of corporate-led globalisation and therefore 

becamee the principle factor in the congealing of neo-liberal ideas among states and 

financiall  institutions in new regions of the Earth. Others would argue, and I share their 

view,, that, proponents of neo-liberal ideology were preparing for hegemony long 

beforee the bipolar Cold War ended. [George, 1997] Because I accept the notion that 

conservativee forces have been engaging in the competition for leading global ideas, at 

leastt since the middle of the twentieth century, this chapter will start by examining the 

conceptt of globalisation and explaining the origins of neo-liberal thought and practice. 

Thee following section will look at the position of states during this era of neo-liberal 

globalisation,, especially in developing countries and specifically in Latin America. In 

thatt section I will deal with state reductionism and the imperialist character of the neo-

liberall  forces. The central characteristics of neo-liberalism, as applied to many 

countriess today, will be viewed as global trends i.e., there is nothing permanent about 

neo-liberall  globalisation. 

Fromm there, the discussion will continue to discover the key features that make Cuba's 

politicall  economy different from those states that adhere to neo-liberalism. Brief 

attentionn will be given to the history of Socialism as a concept for state leadership. My 

intentionn here is to reveal that rather than a state of political economy, Socialism in 

Cuba,, as real experiences indicate, is more of a movement with historical roots, that 

exploitss and justifies state supremacy over the market in order to resist global 

pressuress and promote national development. Finally, the discussion on Socialism will 

leadd to an alternative vision of the state and the policies that the party/state apparatus 

putss forth. 

statee leader worldwide to openly support this movement of socio-economic justice andexpress his 
solidarityy with those that struggle for an alternative form of globalisation. [Castro, 1999] 
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2.11 Neo-Iiberal globalisation 

Thee purpose of this section is not to define neo-liberal globalisation. Rather, it is an 

attemptt to delineate the global social, economic and political institutions and practices 

thatt according to Smith and Korzeniewicz "are undergoing a profound 

transformation".. [1998:1] Since I am arguing that certain global trends are in fact 

shapingg the structural and institutional transformation of Cuba's state-led economy, it 

iss therefore important to understand the context to which Cuba must adapt or 

assimilatee itself. Thus, the first two concepts that will be demystified are neo-

liberalismm and globalisation, separately. These terms are often used interchangeably 

butt really should not be confused. Generally, neo-liberalism refers to an economic and 

politicall  ideology and globalisation to a process. Mainstream social scientists often 

arguee that both neo-liberalism and globalisation are inevitable. My contention is that 

theyy are not, but the forces that promote the continuance of world capitalism are 

indeedd strong and do influence or at least affect all societies. 

Globalisationn has for some time been the en vogue word used to describe the changes 

andd transformations that have occurred recently in capitalist development. The term 

alsoo tries to encapsulate the ever-growing cross-border, social interaction we have 

witnessedd during the past few decades. The concept is used in many areas of 

academia,, namely: economics, sociology, politics and international relations. Many 

havee tried to define globalisation by pointing to the results of the phenomenon without 

reallyy explaining how it works. In this section, I do not pretend to formulate a holistic 

definitionn of the term. What is present in this work, however, is a depiction of what 

globalisationn means in this context of global political economy. This can be translated 

eventuallyy to the central concern of the writing i.e., the changes that have taken place 

inn Cuba's political economy throughout the last decade and the structures and social 

forcess now being rearranged in its party/state apparatus. From this discussion, I will 

bee able to identify the pressures that lead domestic policy makers to readjust social 

relationss and productive practices. 

Theree are no generally accepted definitions of the term globalisation because the 

differentt schools of theories concerned with it have promoted their own research 
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agendas,, concentrating on particular aspects of the changes in the global political 

economy.. Palan et al. [2000] have suggested that there are three broad categories of 

sociall  scientists that attempt to explain the idea of globalisation. First, there are those 

theoreticianss that promote the idea that a fundamental change in society has occurred 

wheree state-led economies became outdated and a worldwide phenomenon of 

integratingg markets developed. This transformation makes the state obsolete and 

nationall  economies and global society become integrated to the point that new 

structuress are formed independent of the state. Second, there is the school of argument 

thatt declares the concept of globalisation to be a fallacy, essentially indicating that no 

reall  structural changes have been made in the international system; that globalisation 

iss all a "hype". The problem with this idea, according to Palan, is that it ignores the 

changess that have occurred in the global environment around the state throughout the 

lastt few decades. Additionally, this second argument ignores historical capitalist 

developmentt or the historical roots of the world market system. 

Finallyy there is an abundance of literature that supports an alternative view in 

explainingg globalisation and the nuances in the role of the state. This view stems 

essentiallyy from the idea that states compete for world market shares in order to 

promotee wealth or, in the case of the least developed countries, more development or 

"catchingg up". Susan Strange [1996] has been an important figure in the development 

off  this last group of analysts. She argues that the state retreats from certain spheres of 

influencee -like the economy- but does not disappear. The idea in this case is that 

globalisationn of capitalism and the state are not conflicting units, rather that the state 

reactss or adapts to the new environment. Globalisation as a term implying real 

changess in global society does exist, but it cannot do so without the state. [Bouzas and 

Ffrench-Davis,, 1998:126] More radical analysts in this new group understand 

globalisationn to be a worldwide phenomenon; "it is the consolidation of a wide array 

off  transnational and domestic practices which permit the economy, politics and 

culturee of certain countries to penetrate others." [Sklair, 1991:1-10] 

Petrass and Veltmeyer [2001] continue with this theme of nation-state penetration. 

Theyy argue for unmasking the works behind globalisation and call it essentially 

imperialism.imperialism. Their premise is based on studies which indicate that changes or 
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transformationss that have recently occurred in the capitalist world system -which are 

generallyy attributed to inevitable workings of the market- are actually proven to be 

intentionall  policies, implemented by a complex of transnational corporations and 

internationall  financial institutions called the "global financial network". [Barnet and 

Cavanagh,, 1994] These in turn are supported by governments in the most 

technologicallyy advanced countries. The result of this is that countries of the periphery 

(poorerr countries) have become more reliant upon those structures based in rich 

countriess and that the gap in income levels between the North and the South 

increasinglyy widens. Additionally, they understand that supposed inter-state capital 

flowss are heavily concentrated in the most developed countries, thereby excluding 

countriess on the periphery in new tactics for producing wealth. For these reasons, 

Petrass and Veltmeyer reject the term globalisation and in its place use the term 

imperialismimperialism as a correct description of growing inter-state capital flows and enterprise 

penetrationn of countries. 

Al ll  these writers have made crucial contributions to the study of economic and 

politicall  processes, but they still confuse neo-liberalism with globalisation. In other 

words,, when they attempt to make a critique about globalisation, social scientists like 

Petras,, Veltmeyer and Bouzas and Ffrench-Davis are really analysing neo-liberal 

globalisation. . 

2.1.11 Historical globalisation 

However,, the study of globalisation can be traced back into history in two ways. First, 

throughh strict economic analysis, which was expounded by Karl Marx, and second 

throughh a more sophisticated and modern approach- such as by Karl Polanyi, author of 

TheThe Great Transformation. [1944] Both are helpful in understanding the implications 

off  the almost natural development of capitalism and nineteenth century liberal 

economicc structures. Karl Marx wrote with the intention of providing a worldwide 

basiss for the possibility of changing society. Polanyi -though possibly having similar 

intentions-- described the dialectics of capitalist development during the time of policy 

makingg in reaction to the breakdown of the classical liberal economy: the competition 

forr world markets, the inter-war period, fascism, nationalism, and economic 
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depression.. His was a point in history that Karl Marx could not fathom. Nor could 

Marxx imagine the impact of new technologies to the point where information 

technologiess and financial services would become an important feature in society. 

Certainlyy new innovation in technology and its effect on the velocity of the market 

needd to be studied and meticulously understood, the effects it has upon political 

structuress (states, political organisations, class and individuals) are tremendous. 

Nevertheless,, Marx defined globalisation over 150 years ago, in his analysis of the 

naturee of capitalism, when he together with Engels wrote The Communist Manifesto: 

"Thee need of a constantly expanding market for its products chases the bourgeoisie over the whole 
surfacee of the globe. It must nestle everywhere, settle everywhere, establish connections everywhere. 
Thee bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of the world market given a cosmopolitan character to 
productionn and consumption in every country. To the great chagrin of Reactionists, it has drawn from 
underr the feet of industry the national ground on which it stood. All old-established national industries 
havee been destroyed or are daily being destroyed. They are dislodged by new industries, whose 
introductionn becomes a life and death question for all civilised nations, by industries that no longer 
workk up indigenous raw material, but raw material drawn from the remotest zones; industries whose 
productss are consumed, not only at home, but in every quarter of the globe. In the place of old wants, 
satisfiedd by the productions of the country, we find new wants, requiring for their satisfaction the 
productss of distant lands and climes. In place of the old local and national seclusion and self-
sufficiency,, we have intercourse in every direction, universal inter-dependence of the nations. And as in 
material,, so also in intellectual production. The intellectual creations of individual nations become 
commonn property. National one-sidedness and narrow-mindedness become more and more impossible, 
andd from the numerous national and local literatures, there arises a world literature." [Marx and 
Engels,, 1888/1978] 

Marx'ss view on globalisation suggested that it was a phenomenon stemming naturally 

fromm capitalist development and world expansion of the market under the needs of the 

bourgeoisie. . 

Eventually,, he called upon workers (the proletariat) to grab hold of seize this process, 

whichh coincidentally could unite them, and make it work in their interests. However, 

individualss like Arthur MacEwan have pointed out that the expansion of commerce 

andd global trade have linked different regions and peoples of the world long before the 

developmentt of capitalism. MacEwan uses the 1993 scientific discovery that the 

strandss of silk cloth, which were found in a 3.000 year-old Egyptian mummy's hair, 

weree almost certainly from China. [MacEwan, 1999:25] This predates Marx's 

explanationn of expanding markets dependent on colonialism and the slave trade 

hostedd by found in post-feudal Europe. In this sense, globalisation and economic 
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practicess are concepts separate from each other. It is not that Marx was wrong in his 

analysess of the role that industrialisation played in making the world a smaller place. 

Hiss contributions were essential in understanding globalisation during his time. What 

iss implicit in this regard is that capitalist development and technology have fostered 

thee process of globalisation, as we know it today. But globalisation, as Sklair [1991] 

definedd it above, with the consolidation of global practices, politics, economics and 

culture,, is not bound to the confines of capitalist development. 

Polanyi,, on the other hand, was able to witness a time when political leaders and 

organisationss tried to capture or control the market; the contradictions of capital 

interestss around the world eventually developed into competitive wars. Hence, the 

imperialisticc wars and the social movements prior to World War II were those that 

attemptedd to fix the contradictions this evolving market had brought on the 

internationall  stage. Polanyi's interest was in the prevention or elimination of 

contradictionss and the socialisation of the market. He argued for public dominance 

overr markets and set the theoretical stage for progressive global trends that 

characterisedd mid-century capitalist development. 

Duringg the 1940s and 50s, large global and domestic structures were created in order 

too stop the contradictions of interests from impinging crises that could eventually bury 

thee market or stop it from expanding. This was done by state leaders who 

implementedd certain economic policies that gave more power to the public over 

financiall  institutions and social structures. The most famous of them were Keynesian 

economics,, which, in short, concluded that the state had to intervene in controlling the 

markett -by taxes, regulation of finance and providing social welfare for the general 

population-- so that economic growth would continue without being interrupted by 

sociall  contradictions. Towards the end of World War II, most politicians commonly 

acceptedd the necessity of state intervention into the economic life of a country; 

laissez-fairee was to be abolished. In the US, this was interpreted by the development 

off  President Roosevelt's New Deal policies in the 1930s, where capital had to reckon 

withh some of organised labour demands. Later on in other countries, namely in Latin 

America,, state leaders attempted to control their internal market dependency on 

foreignn industrial goods by implementing import substitute industrialisation (ISI) 
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policies.. The state would by this means control what kind of products would come in 

andd go out of the country, what is produced and which industries were to be 

subsidisedd by the government. 

Inn The Great Transformation, Polanyi argued that the lesson to learn from previous 

warss and conflicts is that, if the market were allowed to direct the fate of human 

beingss and their natural environment, then society would be destroyed. This, however, 

doess not mean that the process of globalisation was to cease. There was still the need 

forr markets to expand in other regions of the Earth, namely those areas that were 

dependentt on exporting raw materials to industrial countries. Eventually, Keynesian 

economicss became the victim of its own success. It raised production and the standard 

off  living of workers considerably in the industrialised countries and caused 

corporationss to go beyond national boundaries to find more markets and cheaper 

labour.. The result was that while politicians in industrialised countries were conceding 

too social demands that would lower internal contradictions, the foreign policies of 

thosee same countries -usually in the North- were often charged with intervention into 

coloniall  or post-colonial regions -usually referred to as the Third World or the South. 

Thiss was the case with the history of US intervention in Latin America, either directly 

byy military invasions to protect markets for North American product entry, or, 

indirectlyy by forcing the neighbouring countries to adopt open market policies by 

punishingg those that remained closed to US investors. In this sense, Polanyi's vision 

off  a sensible capitalism was only applicable, or being applied to, Europe, Japan and 

thee United States during his time, especially after the Second World War. As we all 

knoww by now, Polanyi's vision never carried through fully and the project to create 

democraticc control over the market eventually rescinded. And State or public control 

overr market mechanisms were lost, as certain forces pushing for a return to liberal 

economicss became more dominant in the global political economy; this is neo-

liberalism. . 
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2.1.22 Neo-liberalism as a hegemonic ideology 

Accordingg to the political economist Arthur MacEwan: "The essence of the neo-

liberall  position on international commerce is the proposition that economic growth 

wil ll  be most rapid when the movement of goods, services and capital is unimpeded by 

governmentt regulations." [MacEwan, 1999:31] Its name comes from the experience 

off  nineteenth century liberalism, which was thought to have brought wealth and 

powerr to English and other Northern European societies, and the suffix neo-, meaning 

neww or revised by contemporary condition. To elaborate, neo-liberalism is a political 

andd economic ideology that represents the interests of market leaders (i.e., big 

businesss and finance) in its tendency to expand globally. Governmental rules and 

practicess that prevent or hinder expanding markets are thought to be the enemy. 

Thee term neo-liberalism can be misleading in that the suffix -neo is often interpreted 

too mean something new. However, the only thing new about this ideology and 

political,, economic practice is the dominance it seemed to have had throughout the 

lastt decade. Some point to the Reagan-Thatcher era (early 1980s) as the beginning of 

neo-liberalismm and the fall of the Berlin Wall (1989) as the start of its global 

consolidationn among states and international financial institutions. The truth is that, in 

thee words of Susan George: "The victory of neo-liberalism is the result of fifty years 

off  intellectual work, now widely reflected in the media, politics, and the programmes 

off  international organisations." [George, 1997] George points to the establishment of 

thinkk tanks in the United States and the United Kingdom during the 1940s, when 

liberalismm was a marginal ideology in politics. Through the institutions, wealthy 

conservativess poured millions of dollars into research and materials for the 

developmentt of anti-New Deal plans geared towards political leaders of the Right. In 

turn,, these politicians and capitalists formed an alliance to dismantle the 

"transformation""  that Polanyi wrote about. The intellectual roots of neo-liberal 

economicss can be found during the same time period with individuals like Richard 

Weaverr and Friedrich von Hayek, who both studied economy and business at the 

Universityy of Chicago and started a trend of producing literature that discredited the 

"transformation""  from free market capitalism to state controlled economy. [George, 

1997]]  The production of literature and ideology that fortified conservative forces 
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eventuallyy laid the basis for the "conservative revolution" against Keynesian 

economics.. Today, neo-liberal ideology, as a doctrine, is reflected in the practices and 

formulass that are often promoted by international financial institutions when dealing 

withh the question of development in the countries of the South. [George and Sabelli, 

1994]]  The eventual global acceptance of this ideology by state leaders and 

internationall  organisations is what makes neo-liberalism a hegemonic ideology in the 

processs of globalisation. 

Hegemony,, coming from the Greek word hegemon meaning leader, is a concept that 

wass developed early last century by the Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci. While most 

Marxistss during the 1920s explained global as well as state-centred phenomena by 

strictlyy using an economic interpretation of history, Gramsci added an 

intellectual/culturall  element, which concluded that social classes could establish 

dominationn over others through promoting their ideology and culture at social and 

politicall  levels. [Gramsci, 1971] If there is any truth in this, the experience of the 

"conservativee revolution", which relied upon the production of liberal, economic 

literaturee makes it evident. Susan George goes as far as saying that because the 

progressivee forces did not promote intellectual production, were complacent and did 

nott mobilise a front based on substantial professional thinking, the conservative forces 

weree able to step in and make their project hegemonic. But most social scientists 

wouldd agree that ideological hegemony does not amount to permanency, far less does 

itt mean there are no alternatives. 

Evenn though most countries, both in the technologically advanced North and the 

developingg South, and global structures fall under the umbrella of neo-liberal ideology 

today,, there are always political moments when social forces gather enough strength 

too resist and counter the dominating mind frame. Robert Cox calls this counter-

hegemony.. [Cox, 1987] In short, counter-hegemony can be thought of as a successful 

movementt of resistance against the dominating structures of reality. Throughout the 

twentiethh century, resistance can be found in states or alliances (like the Soviet Bloc) 

butt also in grass roots movements that are currently taking shape. I will return to this 

themee towards the end of the chapter. 
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Whatt is important to emphasise here, is that, the framework of this study is dependent 

onn the notion that the Cuban government and people are now at a political moment, 

wheree they are found to have been developing counter-hegemonic tendencies on a 

domesticc scale that contradict the neo-liberal practice. Cuban discourse, as will be 

demonstratedd in the chapters to come, is often centred on criticising the globalisation 

off  neo-liberal ideas and placing the market and profits before the interests of people. 

Fidell  Castro and the PCC promote an alternative form of globalisation, one that is 

basedd on the co-operation of states in material development and fair trade among the 

nationss instead of competition. [Castro, 1999] Whether or not they are successful is a 

questionn to be dealt with later. 

2.1.33 Neo-liberal practice 

Butt what exactly does neo-liberalism consist of in practice? As its ideology dictates, 

neo-liberall  practice is comprised of the implementation of a number of tactics or 

policiess that result in diminishing the authority of the state or public sector in society, 

especiallyy in the market, and placing large, private corporations at the top of organised 

society.. This implies, firstly, that corporate leaders make a pact with certain political 

figuress and/or organisations in governmental and international bodies, in order to lay 

thee legal basis for this movement or transition. Therefore, neo-liberalism can only be 

appliedd to societies in which legal frameworks allow room for private corporations to 

takee on a leadership role in public affairs. Secondly, the practice must be 

undemocraticc in that public dominance over a productive or service sector is usually 

renderedd to those who have the capital to develop markets from this sphere of 

influence,, instead of those functionaries of public institutions who serve elected 

officialss or governmental offices. 

Thee most effective way to render power to corporations is to privatise publicly owned 

enterprisess and services. A service like transportation, for instance, will go from being 

aa public and local patrimony funded by taxes, to a private business that will profit 

fromm the consumers of the provided service. In a democratic setting, a political party, 

usuallyy funded by leading entrepreneurs, would encourage voters and legislative 

bodiess to support the project of privatisation in return for a number of advantages. 
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Manyy times it is the reduction of income taxes on common workers. Other neo-liberal 

politicianss might argue that a service or public industry would become more efficient, 

iff  it were free from governmental bureaucracy. These myths have been widely 

contestedd by people who have actually experienced the privatisation of industry or 

services,, as efficiency issues after privatisation are often neglected. But the essential 

problemm with privatisation is that, in most cases, the decision to privatise companies 

aree not made democratically and in most cases made from above without a public-

basedd consensus. In this sense, the opponents of neo-liberalism argue, privatisation 

equalss thievery from the wealth of society in order to subsidise private capitalists in 

theirr mission to expand. [Petras and Veltmeyer, 2001] This is not to say that all public 

ownershipp of production and services is necessarily democratic. However, the 

privatisationn of publicly owned enterprises does exclude the chance of democratic 

governance. . 

Privatisationn might be attractive to politicians that are in the position of solving state 

indebtednesss or government bankruptcy. By selling off national industries or public 

services,, governmental bodies are believed to be relieved from debt and responsibility 

overr social concerns. Those politicians interested in making governmental bodies 

smaller,, will use privatisation as a means of doing so in addition to fund raising for 

thee government. The problem comes to the fore when non-governmental groups lobby 

forr state monitoring over the transition to privatisation, either in defence of the 

environment,, in the interests of workers or to deter corruption. Furthermore, 

fundraisingg arguments fall by the wayside when one realises that privatisation is not a 

sustainablee means of government income; companies can only be privatised once. The 

practicee of privatisation becomes even more anti-democratic and much more 

controversiall  when international governing bodies and institutions pressurise poorer 

countriess to privatise production domestically. This will be dealt with later on in this 

section. . 

Fromm the business point of view, neo-liberal practice entails freeing the market from 

ruless that hinder economic growth and profit. For instance, politicians that represent 

thee interests of private capital might campaign against a hike in the minimum wage 

forr workers, in order to keep profits rising. Another example can be found when 
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privatee companies are given the right to ignore the demands of labour unions, hire and 

firefire as they want, and move from one region where legal wages are high to places that 

offerr a surplus of workers willing to produce for a lower and less secure income. But 

privatisationn is but one of the many practices. Neo-liberalists might also pressure local 

orr national governments to relax environmental laws in order to allow private 

companiess to produce more cheaply rather than under Eco-friendly" frameworks, 

whichh often require businesses to employ "costly" production methods that crunch 

profits.. Like-minded politicians argue that unemployment rates will automatically 

dropp when these policies are adopted, because the private company, after profit rates 

increasee and wages decrease, will be able to employ more workers. The result of these 

ideass when they are put into practice is that more workers are employed either on a 

part-timee or temporary basis, and with less job security. When it comes to 

environmentall  quality, the risks of air and water pollution logically become more 

pronounced. . 

Thee examples mentioned above are best demonstrated in real national case studies. 

However,, neo-liberalism, an international project, goes beyond state structures and 

specificc instances and is applied globally. That is, not only are neo-liberal practices 

implementedd by domestic politicians but also by international financial institutions 

thatt often pretend to aid countries in need of development. After the demise of the so-

calledd socialist regimes in Eastern Europe and the fall of authoritarian political 

structuress in Latin America during the late 1980s, neo-liberal policies were followed 

byy new governments in reaction to years of state dominance in the economy. Critical 

politicall  economists have noted that international financial institutions, in the hands of 

neo-liberall  thinkers, actually forced many of the state dominated economies to 

dismantle.. [Bello and Cunningham, 1994] This was done by denying international 

bankk loans and credits to countries that refused to privatise or to cut state subsidies in 

domesticc agricultural, industrial or service sectors. Evidently, the purpose was to 

alloww large transnational corporations (TNCs) to successfully compete against or buy 

upp small domestic businesses -whether private or public. The result has been the 

sellingg out or disintegration of national economies and, in its place, allowing the 

TNCss to dominate almost every aspect of life. This is seen more clearly when state 

companiess and public services -from telecommunications to water and energy sectors-
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inn small underdeveloped countries are sold to large corporations, usually based in the 

technologicallyy advanced North. The international institutions that are most known to 

promotee these policies of privatisation are the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the 

Worldd Bank and the World Trade Organisation (WTO). 

Forr some time now, the World Bank has been the architect of the liberalisation of 

developingg economies by overseeing privatisation programmes and implementing 

whatt are called Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs). SAPs are packages that 

aree offered to heavily indebted countries that either have experienced a sharp 

transitionn from a state-dominated to private corporate-led economies, or, to those very 

poorr nation-states that were or are in the condition of economic and political 

bankruptcy.. In offering these troubled countries loans, the World Bank demands that 

recipientt countries meet certain conditions. The conditions for receiving loans for 

infrastructuree or any other kind of development are set by Structural Adjustment 

Programmes.. Looking at the political aspect, once again, the government then 

respondss to foreign lenders and investors and not to its citizens. This pushes the neo-

liberall  project to its global extreme. So far, the social consequences have been 

devastating. . 

AA typical World Bank/IMF adjustment package for the receiving of loans includes at 

leastt the following: 

 Currency devaluation: which increases prices for import foods and hits those who depend on it; 

 Domestic demand management: which reduces public funds available for social development; 

 Freeing up of prices: to remove the distortions resulting from subsidies on food, fertilisers and 

otherr essentials; 

 High interest rates and a credit squeeze to reduce inflationary pressure: which usually results in 

bankruptcies,, especially of small businesses; 

 Import liberalisation to open local industry to competition from more industrially developed 

countries; ; 

 Privatisation of state and para-statal enterprises to reduce government protection of inefficient 

economicc activity [George, S. and Sabelli, F., 1993:25] 
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Mostt recently, in 1999 and 2000, member states of the WTO held a number of 

negotiationn summits that laid the basis for implementing agreements on trade in 

services;; this was called the General Agreement on Trade in Services, or, GATS2000. 

[Wesselius,, 2001] The negotiations are focused on liberalising trade that affect all 

servicee sectors, from investment banking to the energy sectors and reducing domestic 

subsidiess for national services. Once again, the political -if not moral- issue comes to 

thee fore when looking at the anti-democratic practices that are employed in these 

negotiationss and agreements. Rich and powerful TNCs are known to lobby 

successfullyy during the negotiation rounds, whereas groups from civil society, like 

labourr organisations, are not invited to give their input and represent their interests. 

Whatt happens in this process of neo-liberal globalisation is the forming of alliances 

betweenn top government officials and big businesses, and the alienation of public 

interestss in the organisation of present day society. Neo-liberal politicians and political 

organisations,, which promise their constituents in poorer countries more development 

byy employing free trade policies and SAPs, are concerned with making their country 

attractivee to foreign investors and technology. They argue that privatisation, the 

relaxationn of environmental and labour laws and the reduction in state subsidies to 

domesticc producers and service sectors are all necessary for efficiency, in the interest 

off  the common good and the advancement of their societies. Consequently, local or 

domesticc governments in developing countries render up most of their power to 

foreignn private corporations. 

Fromm the discussion above and the reading of works on the topic of neo-liberal 

globalisation,, neo-liberal practice worldwide can be summarised by the following: by 

highlightingg what the global trends are among states today. 

1,1, Privatisation of state corporations 
Thee goal of this action is to eliminate inefficiency and government expenditure. But privatisation is also 
knownn as a fundraiser for the state during the process of restructuring and repayment of debts. 

2.2. Fiscal Reform 
Fiscall  reform has the purpose of reducing budget deficits. It reduces the chance that the state intervene 
withh subsidiaries to supply industries and social programmes. It is also geared towards creating 
independentt national banks. The purpose is to reduce governmental costs and increase government 
income. . 
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3.3. Flexible Labour markets 
Thee legislation introduced during this transition to neo-liberal policies provides more autonomy for 
employerss in deciding wages and benefits, trade unions are stripped of their powers to negotiate; this is 
flexibilityflexibility  with the purpose of reducing social security contributions that employers have to make. The 
lowerr wage earners are subject to more elusive hiring and firing policies. 

4.4. Trade Reform 
Tradee reforms are concerned with making the private sector of the national economies more 
competitivee internationally and to be orientated towards the export market, with updated technologies in 
production;; certainly they have reduced tariffs on imports; but it encourages that production be geared 
too foreign markets. 

5.5. The opening of financial markets 
Thee opening of financial markets had the objective of reducing government intervention and aiming for 
thee operation of free markets, in which national enterprises and the economies as a whole become 
heavilyy influenced by international or foreign financial institutions. The advantage of this is an increase 
inn the flow of capital and the modernisation of industries. 

Thesee five global trends will be considered towards the end of this study, especially in 

Chapterr Five, when the influence that neo-liberal globalisation has had upon the 

Cubann model will be assessed. As this study will demonstrate, from the Cuban 

experience,, there emanates an alternative in development and economic practice, 

especiallyy on the topic of privatisation. Cuba, which is not a recipient of IMF/World 

Bankk loans, is seemingly exempt from the pressures to privatise. In this light, neo-

liberall  globalisation is not seen as an inevitable process. Rather, neo-liberal 

globalisationn can be understood as the implementation of global trends. However and 

parallel,, I will demonstrate that though the Cuban leadership has made an enormous 

andd unprecedented effort in challenging global trends that are widely accepted by most 

states,, especially in the area of privatisation, some policies that have recently been 

implementedd in Cuba do resemble the outcomes of neo-liberalism in practice. For 

instance,, in Chapter Four, the Cuban party/state apparatus is found to employ some 

policiess that appear to make labour more flexible. This should indicate that the 

processs of neo-liberal globalisation really does have an affect on countries, even when 

thee intention is to resist it. 

2.22 Implications for the state 

Onee of the major contemporary debates in global political economy concerns the 

powerr of leaders in developing countries to choose neo-liberal ideology and practice 

orr reject it. [Palan et al, 1993] Does the state still have the sovereignty to decide 

whetherr or not neo-liberal development should be practised? Or is neo-liberal practice 
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imposedd upon weak states? Many scientists will agree that neo-liberal policies are not 

implementedd uniformly across the globe. [Gwynne and Kay, 2000]. Therefore the 

issuee is not so much geared towards choosing neo-liberal ism or deciding not to. The 

questionn is: to what degree are neo-liberal practices implemented? Whatever the case, 

itt suffices to say that countries that are dependent on foreign aid and the workings of 

internationall  financial institutions have littl e choice in the matter. But what do the 

experiencess of neo-liberal globalisation imply about the pressures that global 

structuress and en vogue measures exert upon states? 

Whatt implications does the process of neo-liberal globalisation have upon the state? 

Somee speak of the retreat of the state, the collapse of states; some even go so far as 

claimingg that the state is no longer relevant. Though many will argue that the role of 

thee state has changed, few would argue that the state in the era of neo-liberal 

globalisationn has ceased to exist. Susan Strange points out that there are fundamental 

changes: : 

""  The shift away from states and towards markets is probably the biggest change in the international 
politicall  economy to take place in the last half of the twentieth century. It is most marked in matters of 
production,, trade, investment and finance- in what I would call the production and financial structures. 
Thesee are the ones which have most impact on people's daily lives. I, ...argue that one of the major 
shiftss resulting from structural change has been the increased power and influence of the multinationals-
moree properly called Transnational Corporations (TNCs)- and the networks they set up and operate." 
[Strange,, 1996:40] 

Strangee makes the argument not that the state is disappearing, rather, that due to the 

integrationn of the global economy -through international production- the balance of 

powerr has shifted away from states and towards the market. Additionally, this shift is 

seenn as causing a transfer of power from territorial states to non-territorial TNCs and 

thee creation of gaps of power where authority of any kind is seemingly absent, i.e., the 

informall  economy and underground markets like drugs, prostitution and the Mafia. 

TNCss are seen as political actors, having political relations in civil society, 

determiningg the role of employers, and the employed, they are producers as well as 

sellers,, and they are also consumers of goods and services. The technical innovations 

andd where research funding is allocated are often determined by the TNCs. Strange 

comess to the conclusion that power was handed over to the TNCs "on a plate", and 
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thatt it was not accidental. This coincides with the idea that, as Susan George has 

revealed,, conservative forces were preparing for this change some time ago. 

Later,, some consideration will be given to how the process of neo-liberal globalisation 

wass applied to the regional context surrounding Cuba -Latin America- in order to 

providee a backdrop for understanding what makes this study so unique. Though this 

bookk is not a comparative-case study, it is necessary to look at how the global trends 

aree being implemented. 

2.33 Neo-liberalism in Latin America 

Usingg Polanyi's terminology, Smith and Korzeniewicz (both specialists in Latin 

Americann studies) say that the world has experienced a "second great transformation." 

[1997]]  They are referring to both globalisation and the ideology -neo-liberalism- that 

hass accompanied it during our time. This is especially evident in Latin American 

society.. I would sustain the idea that throughout Latin America there exists a new 

reliancee on the world market system and that state leaders are taking up or promoting 

commonn policies that reduce the role of the state in capitalist development. Here, it is 

necessaryy to take a closer look at how neo-liberalism developed in the economic 

regionn surrounding Cuba. 

Historically,, economic strategies used by Latin American states can be understood as 

reactionss to their international environment and their dependency on advanced 

economicc regions, previously in Europe and then the United States. Under these 

circumstancess the centrality of the state had been essential in the quest for the 

accumulationn of capital. From the latter part of the nineteenth century (1880s) up until 

thee last World War (1945) foreign investment from Europe and the United States was 

characterisedd by the exports of materials and infrastructure for developing the primary 

sector,, i.e. all the resources necessary for mining, agricultural production and the 

transportationn of materials (railways, telecommunications, electricity). This produced 

twoo types of conflict among ruling elites. First, the investment of foreign capital 

producedd a perpetual struggle between governmental elites seeking to capture 

revenuess for the state -through taxes of surplus in order to provide subsidies for 
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nationall  producers- and the foreign companies. Throughout this period, nationalist 

movementss flourished throughout the region, they aimed at taking control of natural 

resources.. These conflicts produced interstate upheavals and in US-Latin American 

relationss it resulted in a long history of military interventions by the neighbours to the 

North.. The second conflict studied by Varas is the intra-elite struggle. (Varas, 1989) 

Inn response to the economic growth experienced, especially during the inter-war 

period,, recipients of the state subsidies formed a class of their own, the new 

industrialists.. In the struggle to gain more power and to expand their productive 

capacity,, the new industrialists challenged the old oligarchy, which, with the 

exceptionn of Mexico, had been in power since the time of independence more than a 

centuryy earlier. These conflicts resulted in clashes with large landowners and 

traditionall  agriculturists. The interests of the different sectors of society burst into 

populistt movements, worker class initiatives, and military coups. 

Towardss the end of World War II this changed slightly. Foreign investors -again 

Europeann and US firms- shifted their focus in production in Latin America. The 

interestt in selling infrastructure and materials for the development of agriculture and 

primaryy products was no longer dominant. Rather, the foreign investors sought cheap 

labourr in a diversified manufacturing sector. This was possible since Latin American 

statess were not heavily involved in the war. While the fertile fields of Europe were 

usedd as battlegrounds, the price of Latin American agricultural products rose, the 

surpluss laid the basis for new industry, which was needed since most of the North 

enteredd into producing for the war. Here began the import substitute industrialisation 

processs (ISI), as tariffs protecting Latin American markets from foreign competition 

increased.. After the War, companies in the United States became desperate to invest 

andd create new markets for themselves in Latin America. This resulted in joint 

venturess with local industrialists and in some cases with governments. Hence, a 

"doublee actor force" (local industrialists and foreign investors in the region) combined 

andd made pacts to influence domestic politics. This produced yet another set of 

conflictss among the general population and certain elites who were dissatisfied with 

thee benefits of the ISI. Once again, the conflicts ended up in internal debates, a 

heightenedd nationalists movement and even guerrilla warfare fuelled on by the Cold 

War.. The US response was military intervention. This period was characterised by a 
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volatilee fluctuation of investments dependent on the stability, or lack thereof, in 

particularr countries. Domestic elites struggled over issues of democracy and 

legitimatee governance, but especially fought over economic policies. The two blocs 

couldd be summarised by the following: those elites that were interested in consumer 

durablee and intermediate goods placed emphasis on economic growth; others were 

interestedd in producing basic consumer goods for local consumption, these were more 

interestedd in income distribution with state subsidiaries in order to develop a domestic 

markett of consumers. This period was short lived as the seventies brought on a new 

internationall  sphere. 

Duringg the 1970s, oil producers who had increased their prices found the need to 

reinvestt their surplus (petrodollars) in the form of loans to developing countries. The 

financiall  lending market found favourable circumstances in Latin America. Both state 

sectorr industries as well as private clients rushed to the banks, or the international 

bankss and financial institutions rushed to local clients. Hence, the region had to 

reckonn not so much with investors in the primary sector, rather with private banks. 

Thee borrowing countries (mainly oil importing countries) sought the loans in order to 

payy for their large energy bills. The idea in the eyes of the borrowing countries was to 

fuell  high growth development strategies and continue to "catch up" in industry and 

technology.. In places like Brazil and Mexico the idea fuelled high growth 

developmentt strategies, whereas in Chile and Argentina borrowing was geared more 

towardss the private sectors. The interest rates on the loans were low and thus 

acceptablee to the developing countries. The economic growth rate increased steadily 

throughoutt these last two stages -the post war period up until the early eighties- on an 

averagee 4 percent GDP. [Varas, 1999] 

Ass the 1980s drew nearer, banks in the United States started to increase interest rates 

inn order to stop inflation in their own country. As a result the entire industrial world 

endedd up in recession. It became more difficult for Latin American countries to repay 

theirr big loans. This is what we now understand to have been the great debt crisis. The 

contradictionn in Latin America's economic growth up until this period had been its 

totall  reliance upon foreign loans. The region's average budget deficit represented half 

off  the growth rate experienced in the previous decade. As the countries borrowed 
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moree in order to reschedule their debt payments, long-term debt in the region rose 

fromm S28 billion in 1970 to $239 billion in 1982. [Stallings, 1987] 

Itt was in 1982 that oil prices fell worldwide. Mexico could not keep up with the 

repaymentss and state leaders announced that it had to stop payments if rescheduling 

couldd not be arranged. This created a panic across the continent, and bankers simply 

startedd cutting off loans. As bankers ceased to provide loans for the rest of the region, 

Latinn American countries responded by not paying their already inflated debts. This 

debtt crisis fell harshly upon Latin American society as it slipped into near depression 

conditions.. This became known as la decada perdida or the lost decade of no 

economicc growth. As the Gross Domestic Product of the region fell, almost 1% 

percentt annually, income levels were thrown back to 1970s standards. Foreign 

investmentt also decreased considerably. 

Thee initial response by international financial institutions was to create austerity plans 

forr debtor countries, to reduce domestic spending in order to create room for some 

repayment.. The idea was that Latin American countries would resume in rehabilitating 

theirr economy within a couple of years. This was not the case. By 1985, the IMF 

concludedd that serious structural arrangements were needed in the debtor countries. 

Thee Baker plan, as it became known, named after US Treasury Secretary James Baker, 

stressedd the need to enforce macroeconomic stability by reducing the role of the state 

inn the national economies thereby reducing or eliminating state subsidies, reduction 

andd elimination of tariffs and greater liberty for capital flows. In return, loans would 

bee rescheduled. [Bouzas and Ffrench, 1988] So, then, the countries of Latin America 

wentt from relying upon and being answerable to private bankers to following standard 

recommendationss set up by the international financial institutions like the World Bank 

andd the IMF. This is when the above outlined SAPs started taking a more prominent 

rolee in Latin America. 

Thee project to change the role of the state, thereby reducing its power in society, was 

supportedd not only by the international financial institutions themselves, but the 

privatee bankers as well as many political leaders in the core industrialised countries -

bothh in the United States (Reagan) as well as in Europe (Thatcher). This unity in idea 
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andd implementation of economic strategy became known as the Washington 

Consensus,, a pact often criticised by Fidel Castro. Castro, with a strong but declining 

financiall  link to the only alternative (Soviet-style development through membership in 

thee CMEA), promoted the idea of a united developing world that would refuse to 

adheree to this consensus and neglect repayment. However, the events that had 

occurredd in Eastern Europe, namely the fall of the Soviet Bloc, reinforced this neo-

liberall  ideological consensus, globally. 

Twoo responses to the Washington Consensus emanated from other Latin American 

countries.. On the one hand there was the "orthodox" response, found in Chile that 

actuallyy experienced a recovery during 1986. On the other hand there was the 

heterodoxx response, which had its prime example in Peru under the Alan Garcia 

administration.. Garcia promoted negotiating unilateral debt negotiation payments in 

additionn to pushing for more government spending and wages, thereby increasing the 

state'ss regulatory capacity. This heterodoxy was nothing more than a nationalist 

responsee (used in previous times) to the international environment; this administration 

wentt as far as nationalising domestic banks. Within the first two years, Peru 

experiencedd a quick economic growth; unfortunately, the methods used in this 

examplee collapsed into corruption, the drying up of reserves and inflation. 

Followingg Chile's example, Brazil and Argentina adhered to the Washington 

Consensus.. Now, a consolidation of neo-liberalism both in practice and ideology had 

takenn place. A new political economy was constructed in most of Latin America, one 

thatt consists primarily of the restructuring of national economies and the emergence of 

neww social arrangements. Governing elites in the region were seemingly optimistic 

aboutt this new social structure. The optimism was based on the opportunities to 

strengthenn ties between national economies and the world market. The belief in neo-

liberall  practices became stronger when political and entrepreneurial leaders arrived at 

thee conclusion that the previously popular inward orientated growth -supported by 

dependencyy and structuralist theoreticians- failed. The inward-orientated growth was 

notablyy cutting the region off from recent developments in technology and global 

finance.. Additionally, the promise of immediate impact upon conforming to the 

recommendationss of the reform packages or SAPs, put together by the international 
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financee institutions, encouraged the leaders of the region to adopt all the elements of 

neo-liberall  adjustment. 

Onee crucial detail in the acceptance of neo-liberal ideology and the global trends in 

Latinn America should be addressed here. The popularisation of neo-liberal ideology 

wass accompanied by the transition of dictatorial regimes in the region, like Pinochet's 

Chile,, towards multiparty democracies. During the dictatorships, the tradition of 

movementss resisting certain economic practices had been lost, as did the faith in the 

existencee of real alternatives. The weakened political movements of the left were 

pushedd further away from the path of resistance, when it became clear that the 

countriess under the former Socialist bloc were also moving in the same direction. The 

politicall  leaders of the traditional left in Latin America seemingly rested satisfied with 

thee new democratic laws that were given to the general population and saw their 

historicall  mission as being completed after the dictatorships were abolished. The 

exceptionss to this would be left wing factions of the Workers' Party (PT) in Brazil and 

thee Zapatista liberation movement in southern Mexico. These movements, linked to 

otherr progressive forces, like those of human rights and those concerned with the 

environment,, started to challenge many of the myths surrounding the new global 

trends.. The resistance to neo-liberalism was primarily based on the unfavourable 

sociall  consequences that resulted from its practice. 

2.3.11 Social consequences of the global trends 

Forr the past decade, many critical social scientists have dedicated a large portion of 

theirr work to analysing the social implications of the current global trends. While 

somee have been apologetic to certain aspects of neo-liberal globalisation and the 

openingg of markets, most have concluded that neo-liberal practice is destructive and 

nott sustainable. [Hall, 2001] The same can be said of the neo-liberal experience in 

Latinn America. 

a)) Companies, which find it difficult to compete in the new and vulnerable 

internationall  market, have started laying-off workers more easily and there has been 

littl ee resistance on behalf of the weakened labour movements; the term introduced 
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fromm the US corporate world is "downsizing". Additionally, the government, in trying 

too reduce spending has also done a considerable amount of downsizing in its army of 

civill  servants. A more recent trend is to keep a reserve of civil servants and private 

sectorr workers temporarily employed by creating short-term contracts through 

Temporaryy Employment Agencies. Workers and civil servants are now hired to 

producee or serve on production or planning projects, rather than as permanent 

functionariess in the service of the public. 

b)) Real wages have decreased. While the top two deciles of income earners 

experiencee a substantial increase in their salaries, most income earners have 

experiencedd there a decreased or stagnant rate. 

c)) Additionally, there has occurred an increase in what is known as the informal 

sectors;; i.e. an increase in the number of urban workers dedicating their workday to 

unwrittenn contracts, illegal activity (namely the sale of drugs, prostitution and theft), 

andd other unregulated trade creating low levels of income. 

d)) Nevertheless, with the state reduction in funding social services and investment in 

publicc infrastructure, it is the poor that suffer the most. Latin America's 30-50% poor 

sufferr from poor health and high infant morality rates. There seems to exist, generally 

inn the minds of intellectuals, artists, and the overwhelming majority of members of 

civill  society including the Church, a core concern with the poor in the region. While 

publicc foreign debt has been paid, the public debt to the working poor has not. The 

resultt has been outbreaks of epidemics and an increase in violent crimes. Even 

internationall  financial institutions are recognising this, as did the Inter-American 

Developmentt Bank in 1996. Hence, social inequality has become a serious problem, 

creatingg contradictions between the neo-liberal idea and reality. [Gwynne and Kay, 

2000] ] 

2.3.22 Resistance 

Duringg the last half of the 1990s it became more and more evident that these neo-

liberall  policies were not wholly acceptable. In Venezuela, popular resistance and 
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disenchantmentt with corruption and a deteriorating infrastructure led to a political 

slidee to the left in controlling or reducing neo-liberal policies; this resulted in the 

electionn of nationalist leader Cesar Chavez in 1999, who vowed to reduce 

liberalisationn and resist external pressures to privatise. Throughout Latin America as a 

whole,, between 2000 and 2001, there have been at least 10 demonstrations or general 

strikess with more than 10.000 participants. These actions were centred on challenging 

thee trends of neo-liberal globalisation, especially privatisation but also unfair trade 

andd currency devaluation. [Charlton, 2001: 341] More and more intellectuals and 

sociall  activists have been arguing for alternative forms of globalisation. Inspired by 

thee works of historical authors like Polanyi, social scientists of the left reject market-

centredd or corporate-led globalisation and instead consider the globalisation of 

democracy,, human rights and fair trade. [George, 1998; Macewan, 1999; Coates, 

2001]]  Again, these ideas have often been generated by new social movements and a 

numberr of intellectuals, but not state leaders. As exceptions, Fidel Castro and the PCC 

havee been arguing for alternative forms of globalisation ever since the term took off in 

popularr discourse during the early 1990s. [Castro, 1999] But what does resistance to 

neo-liberall  globalisation in the state form entail? 

2.44 Socialism in a sea of capitalism 

Thee existence of 'Socialist' states in a world of capitalism continues to pose a 

dilemmaa of interpretation for the study of the global political economy as well as for 

thee many contributors to the broad and rich Marxist tradition. By the end of the Cold 

War,, the theme of revolutionary Socialism was seemingly abandoned, neglected or 

ignored;; then, it was often considered a failed project, especially after the demise of 

thee so-called 'Socialist bloc' in Eastern Europe and the dismemberment of the Union 

off  Soviet Socialist Republics. An exception might be considered in the work of James 

Petrass and Henry Veltmeyer in their book 'Globalisation Unmasked: Imperialism in 

thee 21sl Century' (2001) where they argue for the possibility of Socialism as an 

overthroww project against modern day structures, more specifically against neo-liberal 

globalisation.. Nevertheless, the Socialist project was never clearly defined and to this 

dayy scholars as well as politicians continue to disagree over a number of questions 
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concerningg the possibility of Socialism. This forces the discussion to revisit the 

historicall  trajectory. 

Thee questions of how can and how does a 'socialist' state co-exist with an ever 

growingg world market did not start with observations of Cuba's adjustment to a post-

Coldd War environment. Nor did it begin with China's 'market-socialism', whereby 

post-Maoo capitalist reforms fitted nicely with an authoritarian and centrally controlled 

Communistt Party. [Van Kemenade, 1997:3-53] The discussion of socialist co-

existencee within a capitalist world can be traced back to the first socialist experiment, 

i.e.. the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution in Russia. 

Marxx and Engels called Communism a real movement that annuls and surpasses the 

statee of actuality. Conceiving history as a dialectical process, the conditions of this 

movementt are born out of the same actuality from which it wants to emancipate itself. 

Duee to the inherent contradictions within capitalism, workers would take control in a 

neww order -Socialism- that was thought of as a transitional movement to total human 

emancipationn or the futuristic society called Communism. The object, according to the 

leaderss of this international movement, was to replace a system -capitalism-, which 

wass understood as a global structure, by another system at the same level. 

Nevertheless,, the existing order divided the international proletariat on the basis of the 

nation-states.. This meant that the Communist parties had to be organised in national 

frameworkss and set out to 'seize the state'. Hence, the Russian Revolution can be 

thoughtt of as successful 'war of movement'; were the subject of communism, being 

thee proletariat, conquered the initial object being the state. [Cox, 1983:162-175] In 

contrastt to what Marx envisioned, it happened not in the most industrially advanced 

countriess but in a backward and largely agricultural society, even though it was still 

ledd by the majority of workers who were, in fact, a minority of the Russian population. 

Thee isolation of the workers' revolution in Russia is what led the Soviet-dominated 

statee to turn to viable alternatives and market policies. The policies employed by the 

Soviett leadership and the eventual rise to the status of world military and industrial 

superpowerr would eventually distinguish what can be understood as Marxist socialism 

fromm another economic form called State-capitalism. A brief consideration on this 

thoughtt will be given here. 
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2.55 Marxist socialism 

Traditionally,, political Marxism views Socialism as a real transition from capitalist 

societyy to Communism. This is a society of material abundance, in which the needs of 

thee population are met through consensual, self-rule planning and where the 

productionn of goods and services is based on need and not profit. It is a system of 

workerr and popular councils, the original meaning of the word Soviets under the later 

defeatedd Bolshevik Revolution of 1917. [Mandel, 1968] This most revolutionary -yet 

oftenn abandoned- idea is based on Marxist-Leninist principles whereby a vanguard of 

disciplinedd revolutionaries would lead the working class into acquiring state power 

andd creating this society of abundance. In Socialism, centralised workers' councils 

makee decisions about the allocation of resources, money incomes and pricing policies, 

thee quantity of production, the priorities of production, etc. 'Self-managed production 

units'' would scientifically calculate the 'technical average' according to the highest 

prevailingg level of technology. Less efficient units of production would be dismantled 

ass new and innovative, indeed more efficient, ways of producing for the needs of 

workerss would be provided. Alternative employment for those displaced workers 

wouldd be found and of course, the workload of each individual would be lessened. 

Conferencess from representatives elected directly from the consumers (workers) 

wouldd signal the type of improvements needed in products and services, indicating 

howw much more of what and when. Public services for the population, like 

transportation,, the media, and education would be run in a similar fashion and be 

accessiblee to all. Self-rule of workers, autonomy or emancipation of workers would 

actuallyy be the transitional stage to the highest attainable level for human 

emancipation,, not much different from what Marx envisioned, only technically 

detailed.. Small businesses would be based on voluntary consensus or co-ops; whereas 

noo one would be forced to join private enterprise because all the needs of the 

populationn would be satisfied due to guaranteed consumption. Labour would certainly 

bee free and the term 'free contract' would have a new meaning. Indeed, Socialism was 

meantt to entail a new mode of production. [Mandel, 1977,1978] 
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Sincee the first Marxists, including Marx himself, understood that capitalism was an 

ever-expandingg world system, the original concept of socialist revolution was also to 

bee implemented internationally. Hence, the purpose was to move from one mode of 

productionn that was growing internationally to another form, from one stage of human 

developmentt to another. Global capitalism enlisted all ethnic, linguistic, cultural, 

racial,, and national groups, to the war of class struggle on a trans-national scale. The 

achievementt of a new order is completely dependent on the invariable that socialism, 

takingg off from capitalism, must be international. 

"Inn his [Lenin's] eyes the Russian Revolution was a mere preliminary to a greater revolution which 
wouldd establish international socialism...Lenin did not invent the iron curtain. On the contrary, it was 
inventedd against him by the anti-revolutionary Powers of Europe. Then it was called the cordon 
sanitaire...sanitaire...TrotskyTrotsky said on 8 November 1917: 'Either the Russian Revolution will create a 
revolutionaryy movement in Europe, or the European powers will crush the Russian Revolution'. Neither 
happened.. Lenin, like all other Bolsheviks, including at that time Stalin, believed that socialism was 
impossiblee in a single country." [Taylor, A., 1964] 

Thiss is sustained by Marx himself when, in the preface to the 1882 Russian edition of 

TheThe Communist Manifesto, he said that a revolution in Russia could serve only as a 

signall  or compliment to a proletariat revolution in Germany or England. Luke gives a 

brieff  description of the backwardness of Russian agricultural-feudal society and the 

minutenesss of industry inherited from Tsarist rule, whereby he recognises that only 

twoo per cent of the population could be considered 'urban proletarians'. [Luke 

1985:162-175]]  This group often had contradicting interests with the majority of 

peasantss and hence led the entire country to a civil war that lasted from 1917 until 

1921.. The Bolshevik party sought to create hegemony within the state; meaning they 

attemptedd to seize control of production and all power. It promoted the ideas of 

internationall  socialism while at the same time it defended their experiment against 

belligerentt capitalist states that surrounded Russia. But, the Bolshevik Revolution did 

nott spread and therefore the priorities of the new government were altered. 

Lenin'ss New Economic Policy allowed capitalist measures to be taken up in order to 

permitt the growth of capital accumulation and thus to restore and even further 

Russia'ss industrial capacity. The need for industrialisation was spurred on by the fact 

thatt the Soviet State was increasingly isolated from the world system. Among the 

manyy characteristics of the New Economic Policy was the opening to foreign 

investmentt by Western capitalists in the form of joint ventures. [Mommen, 1993] 
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Afterr Stalin took over in the late 1920s, the leadership sought to industrialise the 

countryy even further in the name of raising the workers' standard of living. Through 

fivefive year plans, the objective of industrialising the country and improving the life of 

urbanitess was successful, but at a very high human cost. Millions of peasants were 

starvedd throughout the process of primitive accumulation, whereby the State extracted 

fromm the rural agricultural workers in order to sell domestically and abroad for profit; 

thiss also ended up in the forced collectivisation programmes of farms. During this 

time,, Stalin pursued his own interests in obtaining hegemony over the Communist 

Partyy in the latter Soviet Union and the workers' movement around the world. This 

resultedd in systematic purges of the Party and the execution of the original Bolsheviks 

whoo criticised many of the policies that Stalin put forth. 

However,, the Stalinist model of economic development was not autarkic or detached 

fromm the rest of the world. The Soviet Union depended on foreign technology and the 

developmentss of Western sciences. After World War II, when the Soviet Union had 

alliedd itself with the United States in order to crush Nazi Germany, Russia acquired 

industriall  plants from parts of Germany and also Manchuria which had been captured 

fromm the Japanese. [Luke 1985:340-343] Additionally and after the War, the Red 

Armyy took over much of Eastern Europe, which supplied Russia with more natural 

andd industrial resources. This outcome created a scenario for the Soviet Union, 

wherebyy it became a leading superpower dominating by military force a considerable 

amountt of the world's resources. Politically, this meant that while the United States 

wass fostering so-called democratic models in West Germany, Italy and Japan, Stalin 

sett up Communist Party-led regimes in Eastern Europe that were heavily dependent 

onn Moscow, It is at this point where Marxists differ on their view of the Soviet Union 

andd the collective of Communist Party dominated states. They were thought of as 

eitherr a real alternative world system with a different mode of production than that of 

thee United States and the West, or just another military superpower (alliance) 

participatingg in the inter-state game of economic competition, i.e. still part of the 

singularr capitalist world system. [Gill and Law 1988:302-331] 

Thiss discussion is relevant to the Cuban case for two reasons. First, it has set the 

frameworkk for understanding 'Socialism in one country1 as the Cuban leadership 
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continuess to view itself, its characteristics and how they differ from the original idea 

off  Marxist socialism. Second, because throughout this dissertation, especially in 

Chapterr III , the Cuban economic model(s) is to be described as one previously 

pertainingg to an alternative market system, i.e. the Soviet-inspired COMECON or 

CMEA.. This belonging shaped Cuba's economic, social and political development for 

twoo decades of the Revolution's existence as well as it partially explains Cuba's 

economicc crisis during the 1990s. 

Somee scholars and social scientist have dedicated their time and a large part of their 

researchh to understanding the concept of 'Socialism in one country'. I agree with 

manyy of the specialists who concur on fundamentally two points. Firstly, the Stalinist 

modee of production cannot be considered socialist and secondly, Soviet capital 

accumulationn is essentially the same as those in (other capitalist) societies. The term 

givenn to describe modes of production during the 1930s and thereafter is State 

capitalism.. The study of the same became increasingly important when social 

scientistss from around the world recognised that the production, distribution and 

financiall  power in the most industrialised countries experienced a real transformation 

fromm competitive private capitalism to monopoly or state organised capitalism. 

[Horkheimer,, 1940:95-117] Each country developed its own model but all had many 

characteristicss in common. The theory of State capitalism became just as important for 

thosee states that demonstrated an interest in industrialising their economies or 

"catchingg up" with economically advanced countries, especially after World War II 

whenn a large number of colonised regions in the South sought independence. 

2.66 State capitalism 

Statee capitalism is a concept that for many years was conceived as the highest form of 

capitalistt development. The term is not new and has been used and discussed in 

variouss schools of thought, be it academic or actually political, in relation to the state 

managementt of the market. State capitalism theory has been used by both the writers 

off  the Frankfurt Institute of Social Research (Frankfurt School), as well as 

revolutionaryy socialists who opposed the Soviet model during its existence; among 
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these:: Trotskyites and the International Socialist Tendency founded by Tony Cliff . 

[Cliff ,, 1980; Arato and Gebhart, 1997] 

Fredrickk Pollack declared that: "terms like 'state organised private-property1, 

'monopolyy capitalism', 'managerial society', 'administrative capitalism', 

'bureaucraticc collectivism', 'totalitarian state economy', 'status capitalism', 'neo-

mercantilism',, 'economy of force', and 'state socialism' are a very incomplete set of 

labelss used to identify the same phenomenon". [ 1941:71 ] He concluded that State 

capitalismm is the successor of private and then monopoly capitalism and that it was a 

modee of production in which profit interests still played an important role. In state 

capitalismm there is no longer self-managing or the private control of production and 

distribution.. The system would have become controlled by planning and direct, 

conscientiouss command by the state, whatever the nature or origins of the state; where 

enterprisee and labour as two separate entities are fused under governmental control, 

wheree there is a partial negation of 'free' economic laws. Full employment of all 

resourcess including labour is claimed to be the main achievement or goal in the 

economicc field, where pseudo-markets can be created in order to expand production 

andd increase profits. 

Statee capitalism in the Frankfurt School was conceived as a result of the decline of the 

markett system that became inadequate for using all available resources. The decline of 

free-markett private capitalism could be attributed to a crisis in the liberal era where 

privatee monopoly succeeded competitive capitalism and where government had to 

interferee in the economic crisis due to monopolistic structures and the destructive 

consequencess and disruptive conflicts which emanated from the same. This was 

especiallyy true for the most developed countries of Western Europe and then the 

Unitedd States. "The symptoms of declining market economies," says Pollack, "was 

whatt became characteristic of all industrial countries after the First World War" 

exemplifiedd in the New Deal, and continued after World War II. [Pollack 1941:72] 

Theree was concentration of businesses into gigantic enterprises, which thereby created 

aa system of rigid prices, self-financing and concentration, government control of the 

bankingg systems, the monopolistic character of trade unions, large-scale 

unemploymentt and enormous governmental spending on the poor. State capitalism 
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givess direction for production, consumption, savings and reinvestment. As a planned 

economy,, what is produced, how and how much is not left to the crazy, indeed 

anarchicall  and wasteful, dictates of the economy; rather, is controlled directly and 

intentionallyy by the government. This was the transformation that Polanyi described. 

Nott much was changed, says Pollack: "prices and goods are paid for in money, single 

pricee may rise and fall. But the relation between supply and demand on one side and 

pricess and the cost of production on the other becomes somewhat disconnected in 

thosee where they tend to interfere with general societal planning." [Pollack, 1941] The 

markett becomes a closely controlled tool in material development and the state is 

consideredd to be the repository of the means of production. However, Pollack 

envisionedd only two forms of state capitalism: authoritarian and democratic. 

Accordingg to this train of thought, he observed state capitalist history in the most 

importantt historical examples: Nazi Germany and Stalin's Russia. 

"Inn totalitarian state capitalism or monopoly state capitalism the state under the control of an alliance 
amongg the most powerful vested interest groups in industry and technology, the higher classes of 
societyy including ruling elites and especially the military, the party bureaucracy and everyone who is 
nott included in this group is then dominated by the prior. Under democratic state capitalism, the state 
hass the same function but is thence controlled by the masses. It is based on institutions which prevent 
bureaucracyy from transforming administration into a mere instrument of power whereby leaving room 
forr trans-shaping democracy into totalitarianism." [Pollack, 1941: 84] 

Pollock'ss view of democratic state capitalism was, hence, not a form of socialism but 

aa transition period whereby workers, or the majority of the people, can participate 

directlyy in governing the state that controls the means of production. 

2.6.11 Bureaucratic state capitalism 

Butt Tony Cliff [1996: 162], and before him Lenin and Bukharin, explained State 

capitalismm as a form different to that of the workers' state or what is generally 

identifiedd as Socialism, the 'dictatorship of the proletariat'. Thinkers from the 

Frankfurtt School, especially Pollock, described State capitalism as an emerging form 

andd inevitable descendent of private/monopoly capitalism. Cliff saw Nazi Germany 

andd Stalin's Russia as a form of State capitalism but defined them differently; 

respectively,, for one it was monopoly state capitalism in a war time economy and the 
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otherr is considered to be bureaucratic state capitalism where the leaders of the 

bureaucraciess are conceived to be those who run or own the means of production. 

Underr both definitions of state capitalism it is agreed that it is not Socialism, but that 

itt is a move towards the same. Both schools of thought think of Socialism -or workers 

control-- as an international phenomenon that is the ultimate expression of human 

emancipationn and democracy. State capitalism and how it is distinguished from 

Socialismm can be understood by understanding Marx's Law of Value that explained 

thee relations of production in capitalism. More specifically, it was the process of 

appropriationn of surplus value from one group to another. 

Inn Stalinist Russia, the appropriation of surplus value meant the extraction of profits 

fromm the workers by bureaucracy. Wage labour continued its antagonism to capital, 

surpluss value continues to be produced, and continues to be reconverted into capital. 

Clifff  saw the Soviet bureaucracy as rising above the workers and playing the role of 

thee private capitalist. Taking a so-called Socialist economy in a vacuum, appropriation 

off  surplus value is thought of as suppressed since most production is held under state 

control.. But the picture is entirely different when the "Socialist state" is viewed as a 

competitorr with other countries and capitalist enterprises that act internationally. It is 

preciselyy this illumination that led some radicals like Cliff to defend Lenin's and 

Marx'ss requisite that Socialism needs to be a global system. Even Marxist economists 

recognisee that in a world system where every state is dependent on international trade 

andd is itself a competing and capital accumulating entity, the law of value is not 

abolishedd but partially suppressed. [Dumont, 1974] 

Outsidee of the State capitalist theory, other social scientists place emphasis on the fact 

thatt in a so-called Socialist society, private property is abolished and that market 

mechanismss are controlled by state planning. In this sense, they might understand 

productionn relations to be distinct to capitalist economies. Nevertheless, economic 

planningg can be found in large private corporations since a certain amount of products 

mustt be available to supply markets within a certain time frame. Furthermore, even 

thoughh private property is abolished, workers still cannot control what is produced, for 

whomm and how much. Whether state or private, centralised or not, state-capitalist 
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productionn relations do not differ that much from that which is found in capitalist 

societies.. In this sense, Polanyi's "Great Transformation" was not so great after all. 

Clif ff  based his theory of State capitalism on the real experience of Stalin's Russia, i.e. 

thee defeat of the original Bolshevik project to make socialism international. According 

too Cliff , the Stalinist bureaucracy that evolved out of the New Economic Policy 

fulfilledd the task of the capitalist class, and by doing so the bureaucracy transformed 

itselff  into a class. Although different from the capitalist class, it is at the same time the 

nearestt to its historical essence. Stalinist bureaucracy, in Cliff s view, was an 

alternativee to the traditional capitalist class; at the same time it was the truest 

personificationn of the "historical mission" of this class. [Clif f 1996: 162] Accordingly, 

too call it a bureaucratic/state class, known as the Party, and stop at that is to 

circumventt the cardinal issue, which is the appropriation of surplus value from one 

classs by another. Hence, to say that Stalinist political economy was state capitalist is 

correct,, but not sufficient for Cliff ; it was also necessary to point out the differences in 

thee juridical relations between the ruling class under Stalinism and that in a state 

capitalismm that evolved gradually from monopoly capitalism. From here, Cliff created 

aa formula for describing Stalin's Russia and calls it Bureaucratic State Capitalism. 

Thiss can be justified by looking at appropriation of capital and accumulation by top 

rankingg leaders in the Communist Party. So-called Socialists countries can be seen, 

thus,, as one big factory or business that competes with other international 

corporations.. But what does this tell us about Socialist Cuba? 

2.77 Implications for studying Cuba 

Thee followers of the International Socialist Tendency continue to use Cliff s theory of 

Bureaucraticc State capitalism as a means of understanding all states that claim to be 

Socialist,, including Cuba. I would argue that though Cliff s and the Frankfurt 

School'ss discussion of State capitalism offers insight into the importance of the law of 

valuee and production relations as the determining difference between Socialism and 

Statee capitalism, their historical analysis does not hold when taking the Cuban 

experiencee into consideration. For Cliff and also for the Frankfurt School writers, 

(Bureaucratic)) State capitalism was essentially an economic model that was 
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centralisedd by government authority. Few Marxists anticipated the decentralisation of 

nationall  industries under still state-controlled economies. The experience that will be 

deliveredd in the following chapters, especially Chapter Five concerning Cuba's new 

enterprisee system, totally negates the notion that the economy is centralised under the 

auspicess of a central bureaucracy. There is a new development that emanated from the 

economicc crisis that Cuba experienced during the early 1990s. Going even further 

thann that, I will demonstrate that state-run economies are capable of surviving global 

pressuress to return or transit to private competitive capitalism by adjusting their own 

linee of production in order for it to resemble private companies and therefore make 

themselvess more competitive. This includes making labour slightly more flexible and 

linkingg wages and incentives with productivity in the global market. Finally, Cuban 

leaderss continue to apply anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist language in their 

discoursee with firm credence in searching for alternatives. Though they often shy 

awayy from critiquing their own production relations, most Party documents and 

initiativess are dedicated to understanding the international division of labour and the 

conditionn of the capitalist world system. 

Too find a suitable name, as Cliff did for Stalinist Russia, for the actual Cuban 

economicc model is in my opinion, difficult. If one insists that every country's political 

economyy should be categorised under a certain economic form, then I would accept 

Cliff ss argument that since production relations are essentially the same and that the 

laww of value continues to exist, Cuba's mode of production in many aspect resembles 

Bureaucraticc State Capitalism; possibly it is a Decentralised Bureaucratic State 

Capitalism.. Still, this imagined category does not sufficiently describe what is going 

onn in Cuba but names never do. For more than two decades Cuba has had changing 

statee policies determining the permitted level of foreign investments -from laws on 

jointt ventures dating back to 1982 [Economic Intelligence Unit (hereafter EIU), 

1990:19]]  to the legalisation of foreign direct investment in 1995. Foreign investment, 

especiallyy in the tourist industry, now plays an important role in the Cuban economy 

byy building infrastructure, providing jobs, inserting new technology and pumping 

foreignn spending into the country. To say that the Cuban state bureaucracy replaces 

thee private capitalist class found in other countries, and to leave it like that, is to 
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ignoree the importance of foreign capitalists and their dealings with public (state) 

institutions. . 

Sornarajanah,, an economist, wrote extensively on the opening up to foreign 

investmentt in state-led economies and called it the Middle Path; whereas both 

extremee nationalist and protectionist or a 'free market", with an indiscriminate 

welcomee to foreign enterprises were two tendencies that were neglected by developing 

andd newly industrialised countries during the second half of this century. 

[Sornarajanah,, 1994] Likewise, other legislative acts that were passed during Cuba's 

economicc crisis after the fall of the Soviet Bloc in Eastern Europe allowed for other 

markett activity to take place. For instance, social relations among Cuban citizens have 

changedd as income disparity increased after the legalisation of the possession of hard 

currency.. Another example is the opening up to self-employment services as a 

legitimatee means for certain individuals to generate income. Finally, Cuba's economy 

hass increasingly been geared towards the tourist service sector as opposed to 

manufacturee and the export of raw materials. This will all be analysed in Chapter 

Four. . 

Whatt is important to understand from what has been reviewed so far, is that 

productionn relations and modes of production should not be thought of as very 

differentt in countries that claim to be Socialist or Capitalist. For this reason, my thesis 

followss the framework that was developed by Immanuel Wallerstein in his world 

systemm theory. [Wallerstein, 1974] There were never two separate worlds or systems. 

Duee to the external relations with "non-Socialist" economies and also to its own 

capitalistt mode of production, the Soviet Bloc was just another hegemonic realm that 

tookk part in the global, competitive capitalist market. The differences must be 

discoveredd outside the realm of mode of production. 

2.88 The Soviet bloc as part of the world system 

Too contrast Wallerstein's idea of one world system, there are those so-called Orthodox 

Marxistss that do not see one world system but two or more different orders. Among 

themm is Peter Worsley who, though he defends the idea of an interconnected global 
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politicall  economy at work, thought that the Soviet Union and other 'state socialist' 

societiess constituted a 'new World System'. [Worsley, 1980:298-338] This supposed 

alternativee had the characteristics of nationally oriented forms of state directed, 

centrallyy planned economies whereby policies emphasised popular mobilisation 

internallyy and the defence of the nation in the face of capitalist aggression externally. 

Hee saw the co-existence of Socialism in one country in a capitalist dominated global 

politicall  economy as basically the outcome of military considerations. Wallerstein, on 

thee other hand, argued that these so-called socialist states play just another role in the 

capitalistt world system, at best they were progressive in that income equality, and 

healthh and education were important features. He bases this assumption on his study 

off  the member-states of the once CMEA who were often 'caught' implementing 

markett policies of competition in order to increase capital accumulation or to attract 

foreignn investment. [Wallerstein, 1980] Eckstein [1994] has found that in certain 

instancess Cuba (an integral member of the CMEA between 1973 and 1989) had forty 

percentt of its trade tied up with capitalist countries of the West. Others studies have 

indicatedd that though the leaders of Soviet-style economies within the CMEA might 

havee intended to create a solid economic bloc, it was not until 1987 that the Soviet 

Unionn expressed its interests in creating a 'unified market'. [Mommen, 1993:36] 

Ass I will demonstrate in Chapter Four, the demise of the CMEA was largely due to 

thee competing policies among member states, especially in Eastern Europe, that 

disposedd of preferential financial accords and started demanding payment for inter-

statee exchange of commodities in hard currencies rather than in soft credits. In rum, 

Wallersteinn was criticised by other Marxists on the issue of emphasising exchange 

relationss in order to define or determine modes of production. Orthodox Marxists' 

onlyy argument was that private ownership of the means of production and hence 

capitalistt exploitation were not important features in so-called Socialist society. Still, 

thee argument led by the aforementioned Frankfurt School writers and Tony Cliff -on 

thee law of value, as the determining feature of capitalist production relations- was not 

contested.. In any case, as Gill and Law indicated in their analysis of the disputes: 

"Thee argument that state socialist societies are qualitatively different from capitalist societies is not 

necessarilyy incompatible with the argument that their economic development is increasingly bound up 
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withh the international division of labor. Nor is it incompatible with the idea that some of the CMEA 

economiess are in some ways dependent upon the West" [1988:311] 

Onn the world market, these countries produced for foreign exchange and although 

theirr internal pricing system does not reflect the rewards for profitable export 

production,, this can be explained by the monopolistic characteristics of communist 

foreignn trade organisations. Another link between the so-called Socialist state 

economiess and the world system can be found in the extensive patterns of borrowing 

thatt Eastern European countries demonstrated in the 1970s and 1980s. [Mommen, 

1993:35]]  Romania, in 1972, and Hungary, in 1982, joined the International Monetary 

Fundd (IMF). It is well known that international financial institutions like the IMF and 

thee World Bank often exert pressure on borrowing states to reduce government 

spendingg in certain areas and production lines. [George and Sabelli: 1994]. 

Furthermore,, debt servicing can be complicated by the drop in demand for Eastern 

Europeann products in the West. In the first half of Chapter Four, I will outline the 

unhealthyy relationship between Cuba and other countries of the CMEA during the 

1980s,, whereby Cuba's dependency on Eastern European industry deteriorated and set 

thee stage for a shift from relying upon the so-called socialist international division of 

labourr embodied in the CMEA to a higher reliance upon the Soviet Union directly and 

otherr markets found in non-Socialist economies. This deterioration in trade relations 

cann be considered one of the most important factors contributing to Cuba's economic 

crisiss during the 1990s. 

2.8.11 National development and imperialism 

Theree are other aspects of 'Socialism in one country' that should be considered. 

Amongg them, and more pertinent to this study, are the causes for states to adopt a 

certainn ideology in their discourse and, the other, the construction of national political 

economies. . 

Continuingg with Wallerstein, dependency or world system theory, both national 

developmentt and the choices for economic models have been essentially shaped by 

thee history of the world system during the twentieth century. In After Liberalism 
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[1995]]  Wallerstein wrote an Elegy and Requiem to The Concept of National 

Development,Development, covering the theme from a global perspective in the time frame 1917-

1989.. Of course coming from his own world system theory, the theme of National 

Developmentt starts-off from European thinkers like Lenin and Woodrow Wilson (not 

Europeann but indeed Western) though he claims that it was since the sixteenth century 

thatt "European thinkers have been discussing how to augment the wealth of the 

realm...""  Adam Smith wrote "The Wealth of Nations" in 1776 and it was published in 

Spanishh and sold in Cuba as early as 1789. In this Bible for liberals, Wallerstein 

pointss out, "he (Adam Smith)... preached the notion that maximising the ability of 

individuall  entrepreneurs to act as they deemed wisest in the world market would in 

factt result in an optimal enhancement of the wealth of nations." [Wallerstein, 

1995:108]]  But the central theme of this historical work was that every state could 

reachh the maximum in development and wealth by adopting certain policies. By the 

turnn of the nineteenth century it became clear that a group of countries indeed became 

wealthy,, or at least "developed", through liberal capitalism. However, the boat that 

leftt for the sea never picked up any more passengers and development through liberal 

capitalismm ceased to exist. 

Wallersteinn points to 1917 as a turning point in history, when the foundations of 

capitalismm at the core of the world economy were shaken. The world economic leaders 

turnedd to war and led their nations into battle in order to preserve their interests and to 

maintainn stability in the world system that was continually developing. But 

Wallersteinn does not stop there. He argues that the ideas brought to the international 

stage,, like Lenin's call to world revolution by the proletariat and Wilson's bourgeois 

"worldd safe for democracy" in his famous 14 Points, were not the underlying themes 

off  the First World War and the resulting push for de-colonisation. Rather, it was an 

effortt to integrate what Wallerstein calls the periphery -referring to the 

underdevelopedd parts of the globe- into the world system in order to create new stable 

markets.. Now, whether or not we agree that Lenin's intention was to include the 

poorerr regions of the Earth on the "development" bandwagon, it remains clear that 

Leninn did envision an international socialism. And whether or not we agree that Stalin 

wass Lenin's rightful successor, it also remains clear that the USSR did depend on 

otherr countries for its own development in the form of import/export and 
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industrialisation.. That is, industrialisation in the former Soviet Union would have 

beenn slower without some connection to the world market. Both great powers (the US 

andd the USSR) naturally sought the expansion of their economic power and 

enhancementt of development by integrating what is now called the Third World, 

countriess of the South or the periphery into the world system. 

Wilsonn sought to spread the "good news" of liberal ideology, that the natural 

expressionn of each individual was rational self-interest. In this light, reformist policies 

andd rational, peaceful and legal means to accomplish development and human 

progresss were called to order. Lenin had his own idea of self-determination and started 

fromm the premise of the rise of proletariat internationalism and the end of imposing 

certainn national structures upon other groups of people -anti-imperialism- in order to 

movee the whole of humanity into a singular working class. [Lenin, 1939] In 

accordancee with Marxian principles, the concept of nations and peoples would be a 

temporaryy passing in the history of humanity; but in the meantime the struggle for 

nationall  liberation became an essential part of the struggle for world revolution. This 

wass manifested in the early part of forming the Soviet Union and the voluntary 

federationn of Soviet Republics- in the end the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

Thee idea in Lenin's mind was that the Revolution would spread to the West. He 

expectedd German workers to revolt against their masters and eventually join in on this 

newlyy founded order. The expected worldwide workers' revolution did not come to 

pass,, Socialism country by country (one by one) was established; so then the central 

themee was changed. Writes Wallerstein: 

"Marxism-Leninismm in effect was moving from its origins as a theory of proletariat insurrection against 
thee bourgeoisie to a new role as a theory of anti-imperialism. This shift of emphasis would only grow 
withh time. In the decades to come, it is probable that more people read Lenin's Imperialism: The Last 
StageStage of Capitalism than the Manifesto." [Wallerstein, 1996:110] 

Butt the link between the two doctrines of self-determination/anti-imperialism and 

nationall  development has not yet been sufficiently analysed. Wallerstein points out the 

similaritiess between the two doctrines, from the list of countries and peoples that 

urgentlyy needed to be de-colonised to the manner in which the nations should 

establishh independence, to who should be the leaders of these countries. He warns not 

too exaggerate the differences. Under the Wilsonian paradigm, the natural leaders of 
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thee newly independent nation should be the educated bourgeoisie, who conveniently 

hadd links to their core-based counterparts. Whereas the Leninist looked for leadership 

inn a singular movement modelled after the Bolshevik Party -later Communist Party of 

thee Soviet Union (CPSU)-, even if the Communists or self-proclaimed Socialists 

wheree not the majority in those countries, or even if the leaders of the party were not 

necessarilyy working class. In most cases, the party leaders had their origins in the 

petit-bourgeoisie/intellectuall  class, more commonly the children of bourgeois and 

petit-bourgeoisie.. This theme will be developed in Chapter Three, concerning the 

historyy of the revolutionary forces in Cuba. But Wallerstein goes as far as saying that 

thesee leaders were the same people under two different camps, at least relatives or 

cousins.. In the case of the countries that opted for violent insurrection against colonial 

masterss and combining the singular Communist Party with the state, creating the 

party/statee political structure, the policies did not always emanate identically to that of 

thee Soviet Union. Rather, the primary concern was the incorporation of these newly 

foundedd states into the world system of capitalist production. 

Afterr World War II, the scramble for allies and markets became fiercer. The globe 

wass divided into a bipolar system, as the newly independent states in Eastern and 

Centrall  Europe leaned politically towards either the USSR or the United States. This 

wass seen as the essence of the Cold War. Of course there were exceptions like the 

Non-Alignedd Movement. But when push came to shove, both camps prompted 

propagandaa in order to gain more ground, especially in the United Nations General 

Assembly.. In the end, most of these newly founded states were not much different 

fromm one another. They were, almost always, one party-states or military dictatorships. 

Evenn when a multiparty system was implemented it was always one party that 

dominatedd domestic politics. Additionally, the economic policies did not differ much. 

Economicc development was led, again almost always, by state enterprises. Foreign 

investmentt of course was a must, and many theories concerning this flourished 

throughoutt the century. But economic development in the case of foreign investment 

wass not conducted solely by private corporations. Rather, it was through joint ventures 

betweenn foreign private companies and the state. When foreign investment through 

jointt ventures was not enough, newly independent states sought aid in the form of 

grantss or loans. This is true for both "pro-Western" developing countries as well as 
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somee newly founded "socialist countries", or countries that participated in the world-

widee Soviet-led progressive movement. Aid from the OECD countries and especially 

thee Northern countries was used to fortify military dictatorships and foster "national 

economicc development"; that is: building up infrastructure in the cities, constructing 

highways,, buying and implementing technology from the core countries, in one word, 

"catchingg up", or acquiring the major achievements that advanced capitalism has 

boughtt humanity in the core. Wallerstein emphasises that an illusion in the minds of 

thee leaders was born, that development was doable given that the right economic 

policiess were implemented. 

Thee options for developmental politics were various, and so institutions were built and 

theoreticall  schools formed around the globe. Regionalism sprouted up and the United 

Nationss sponsored institutional projects like the Economic Council on Latin America 

(ECLA).. Development theories like Dependency theory and Modernisation theory -

andd a bunch of other theories in between- flourished throughout academia for the 

purposee of persuading governments to follow up with state plans. What all 

programmess had in common though was the objective of creating wealth for the 

community,, development. Wallerstein re-states the obvious point that it was common 

too believe that any kind of development was easier done by further integration into the 

worldd market system; countries that were excluded or isolated from the world market 

struggledd hard to regain entrance into the community of wealth-seeking nations. This 

wass the essence of the push for self-determination under the Wilsonian/Leninist 

paradigm. . 

Thee USSR was where this idea of development was first tested outside the core. 

Wallersteinn explains: 

"Whenn Lenin launched the slogan 'Communism equals the Soviets plus electricity', he was putting 
forwardd national (economic) development as the prime objective of state policy. And when 
Khrushchev,, decades later, said that the Soviet Union would 'bury' the United States by the year 2000, 
hee was venting supreme optimism about 'catching up'." [Wallerstein, 1996: 115] 

Itt was after World War II, following the rapid reconstruction of Japan and Western 

Europe,, that ideas on the possibility of development were emphasised. Third World 

countriess and even underdeveloped regions of the core like Southern Italy, Spain and 
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southernn parts of the United States went on rampages searching for the best model of 

development.. The top of the agenda of all politicians and political programmes had 

been,, and to a certain extent remain today in the minds of many, economic 

development. . 

Whatt Wallerstein's study leaves us with is a sense of how contemporary national 

liberationn movements came to order and how economic development has been a major 

theme,, for both the promoters of self-determination and the receivers of the same. 

[Wallerstein,, 1984] Furthermore, detailing the road that many countries took for 

developmentt from the time of independence brings us to realise that beyond Socialism 

orr Liberalism, beyond the proletariat or the citizen, a party/state paradigm of state-

controlledd enterprises is what most peripheral countries had in common. This was 

evenn true for the newly industrialised countries of East Asia after World War II. 

Sornarajanahh states: 

"Developingg countries generally view the success of newly industrialized states of Hong Kong, 
SingaporeSingapore and South Korea as models to follow. Though the Classical economists may believe that 
thesee achieved success by following free market economics and permitting fulf-scope for non-
indigenouss capital and technology, this does not present an accurate picture. There was considerable 
statee regulation and intervention which accompanies the process of industrialisation of these states." 
[Sornarajanah,, 1994:56] 

2.8.22 Cuban state-led economy 

Thee theoretical illusion to further economic or national development by opening up to 

thee uncertain forces of the world market with no or littl e state intervention seemed to 

phasee out after a number of studies were conducted on the newly industrialised 

countries.. [Broad and Cavanagh, 1988] In its place came state-led industrialisation 

andd actual state corporations. The idea of setting up state enterprises for the purpose of 

generatingg capital to develop the underdeveloped country is better understood through 

thee idea of State capitalism, its different forms and the project of the Great 

Transformation,, as explained in the first half of this chapter. In this sense, Cuba, as 

havingg a one party/state apparatus, a Socialist title in its discourse and a state-led 

economicc model, was not all that unique among countries of the developing world. In 

manyy regards, the Cuban government could have been conceived of as typical of all 

statess in the periphery of the world system that searched for development. What 
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makess this case different is that since the birth of the Cuban Revolution's existence, 

statee leaders in Cuba never recognised classical liberal policies as those that result in 

nationall  development; this has remained true even during the time that neo-liberalism 

resumess to be en vogue. If anything, Fidel Castro and the Cuban Communist Party 

rejectt (neo-) liberal economic policies to this very day. It was precisely, as I will 

exposee in Chapter Four, the call to anti-imperialism and the opposition to 

interventionismm by foreign entities and global financial institutions that was thought of 

ass -and is still believed to be- the key to national development in Cuba. If there is a 

slightt clue as to what Cuban Socialism entails, it would certainly -and possibly solely-

bee found in the leadership's active resistance to state reductionism in order to 

maintainn national or democratic sovereignty. 

II  have found that Wallerstein's -or the world system's- approach is good but not 

sufficientt when trying to understand the character of Cuba's state-led economic 

model.. The first clue to flaws or weak points was found in the logic that followed in 

sectionn 2.8.1: the issue of using anti-imperialism as the driving force to state-led 

economicc development. Wallerstein traces the concept of anti-imperialism to Lenin's 

calll  to world wide revolution and Wilson's 14 Points when, in fact, Cuban 

governmentt discourse against imperialism and foreign intervention does not base 

itselff  on either of these aforementioned sources. In Cuba, the call to cleansing the 

islandd of external impinging forces has its origins prior to the Cuban, Spanish and 

Americann War of 1898. By that time, many Cuban intellectuals had read the 

Communistt Manifesto, but Lenin's Imperialism: The Last Stage of Capitalism did not 

exist.. Rather, Cuban discourse depended on the country's own intellectuals, most 

notablyy José Marti, to shape the ideology which produced both anti-foreign 

interventionn and a state-led economic model. [August, 1999] It was neither the Soviet-

controlledd PSP (Cuba's Communist Party Prior to the 1959 Revolution) nor the CIA 

thatt inspired or even contributed to the Cuban Revolution. On the contrary, the 

movementt of social change and the disposal of the Batista dictatorship was essentially 

ann autochthonous struggle that was hindered by Stalinist politics. (This will be 

emphasisedd in Chapter Three.) Therefore, world system theory has a problem of 

interpretationn when regarding national liberation movements. 
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Wallerstein'ss contribution can be accused of carrying with it two particular faults. 

Firstt is that of being Euro-centric. This should come as no surprise as Wallerstein 

chosee to develop his study of the modern world system based on studies of 

agriculturall  capitalism in fifteenth century Europe, how that structure spread through 

colonialismm and the practice of mercantilism and primitive accumulation within 

Europeann empires. An alternative approach would rely not so much on the need for 

capitall  to expand outside of Europe but on the weaknesses of peripheral societies that 

allowedd European colonial powers to penetrate all the regions of the Earth. Though 

thiss theory has yet to be developed in all the social sciences, the history, possibilities 

andd limitations of world capitalism are not as yet fully explored. The consequence of 

Euro-centricc models is the overlooking of important developments within the 

periphery.. Petras and Veltmeyer have noted: "the initiation and success of all 20th 

centuryy revolutions had less to do with the presence of the Soviet bloc and more to do 

withh the development of class and anti-imperialist struggle and international solidarity 

withinn the country". [Petras and Veltmeyer, 2001: 160-161] But this can be found 

evenn before the twentieth century, the prime example was provided above when 

consideringg the link between national development and anti-imperialism in Cuba prior 

too the ascent of the Soviet Union. 

Anotherr flaw in the world system theory is that which reflects its general vision of the 

inter-statee system. Though Wallerstein finally agrees that within the core there are 

peripherall  areas and vice-versa, his point of departure in explaining national liberation 

movementss is the state, the 'state' that was given liberty to practice self-

determination.. Though I agree with the conclusion that newly independent states in 

thee twentieth century actually served the interests of rising or potential hegemonies 

andd their economies by providing new markets, I disagree or am dissatisfied with the 

wayy the state on the periphery is portrayed. In some sense, Wallerstein's view on the 

peripherall  state and its behaviour resemble what is called the realist perspective in 

internationall  relations. Though world system theory, through its origin in Latin 

Americann dependency theories, tries to define the global political economy as one 

wholee structure that employs capitalism (an economic system that penetrates beyond 

nationall  boundaries), it still does not get away from the idea that the leaders of states 

aree independently looking for economic models that promote development. I would 
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arguee that when it comes to the treatment of the state, world system theory is not 

dependentistadependentista enough; it does not look to the structures that are global and penetrate 

orr shape national movements. National liberation movements are not led by 

'socialists'' or 'liberals' because their leaders randomly chose one ideology over 

another.. These movements and eventual independent states evolved from a long 

historyy and struggle of social and intellectual forces that can be found internal to the 

statee as well as globally. These forces, which in each country developed differently, 

cannott be considered independent of each other but related and interacting. More 

treatmentt on conceptualising the state is hence needed for this dissertation. I have 

lookedd to other sources concerning the state and its behaviour in the world system, 

and,, the best that allowed for an accurate explanation of Cuba's anti-imperialist and 

state-ledd economic character was that which concentrates on the contemporary issue 

off  state strategies. 

2.99 The relational state 

Cernyy [1990] suggests that the state can be conceived of as a competitive entity, hence 

thee term "competitive state" which implies that: the state is in itself a response as well 

ass a potential instrument for further social change. Competitive state theory has two 

principall  elements: the state as accumulator as well as the state intervener. This is true 

inn both 'capitalist' as well as for those so-called socialist societies, as was 

demonstratedd in the discussion concerning the appropriation of surplus value and 

Soviett accumulation. The state accumulates in that it seeks to gather material and even 

noww intellectual wealth; it intervenes by aiding in the organisation of production and 

controllingg social contradictions that capitalism brings about. In the competitive state 

modell  there exists not one but many strategies that are taken up by states. Even among 

thee highly developed capitalist economies there are various national models created by 

thee historical social processes unique to each particular country. What is implied in 

thiss view is that there are many structures in society, which impact upon the state to 

createe certain policies and strategies. With this realisation relational state theory 

originatingg in Poulantzas work (1973 and 1978) was developed. At this point the 

analysiss must cease to concentrate on the state itself and moves on to policy options 

andd state strategies. 
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Palann et al. [1996: 5-11] have identified seven general categories of policies and 

strategiess that states have been known to take: 

1.. States that join regional blocs 
2.. Developmental state model 
3.. Social democratic mode of selective integration 
4.. Domination over a certain economic region to achieve hegemony 
5.. Exploitation of abundant and cheap labour model 
6.. Parasitical niche markets (tax havens) 
7.. Impeded from joining the competitive game 

Thesee writers argue that there are exceptions to states having veered towards one of 

thee models, namely countries in transition from "communism" to "capitalism", but 

eventuallyy would have to choose from or end up in one or other of these strategies. 

Thee other exception is those oil-producing countries that due to their precious material 

cann shield themselves from the impact of the world market. I would insert a slight 

objectionn in that there has been more and more evidence of countries combining a 

numberr of these strategy labels in order to promote competitiveness and development 

inn a stable manner, as in the case of Cuba. Additionally, as I shall demonstrate later 

on,, Cuban political economists such as Pedro Monreal [1995] reject the idea of a 

"transitionn economy" and in its place labels the condition of the island's political 

economyy as one that is experiencing both normative and structural transformation of 

institutionss in order to create a balance in stable development and integration into the 

globall  political economy. In Chapter Four, this transformation is described as 

emergencyy politics or survival tactics, which should not be thought of as very different 

fromm Lenin's New Economic Policy. 

Thee question brought logically to the fore then is -what makes the state adopt a certain 

strategy?? In the Chapters Four and Five, I will specifically analyse the strategies taken 

upp by Cuba's party/state apparatus. In this fashion I will argue that global (external) 

historicall  forces as well as domestic (internal) historical forces created the strategies. 

Onn another note, I conclude that external factors set the limits to the options available 

too a country but, - in the words of Susan Eva Eckstein -" Third World Governments, if 

skilful,, can mediate the impact of global political and economic forces". [Eckstein, 

1994:6]]  In other words, not only do world market and political forces impinge certain 
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structuress upon the state but domestic actors, when forming alliances inside the state, 

cann create new structures impinging upon outcomes as well. This negates the position 

takenn up by many political scientists that fall into either the 'realist' or 'super-

structuralist'' categories that ignore historical and structural conditioning in the first 

instancee and domestic alliances or social forces in the latter. 

II  agree with Nico Poulantzas who, in 1978, made the argument that policies are 

mouldedd by interests within a domestic entity and also by the struggles among the 

interests.. So then, the unit of analysis is shifted from the hardly-defined animal called 

thee 'state' to the strategies taken up by the social construction -which I identify in 

Cubaa as the party/state apparatus- in response to the global environment. In this 

discussionn the state is not ignored but it is conceived in a relational manner, related to 

thee domestic forces and historical basis upon which it was built. The state, according 

too this line of thinking can no longer be viewed as a concrete entity; it must be viewed 

ass a social relationship. For this reason I prefer to use the term 'party/state apparatus' 

whenn referring to Cuba, because the one-party, anti-imperialist state-led economy that 

existss in Cuba is better served by describing it according to the most important actors 

inn that entity -the Cuban Communist Party (PCC), the collective of institutions and 

productivee sources are all embodied in an apparatus which constitutes national power. 

Furthermore,, this view also deters social scientists from thinking of a state as 

'socialist',, 'capitalists' or 'neo-liberal'. This makes it difficult to categorise the 

countriess according to the ideologies and forces the scientists, as s/he should be doing, 

too look for state strategies that imply the (im-) mobility of social forces that influence 

policy-making.. In other words, and once again, there are no 'socialist states', there are 

onlyy state-led economies run by socialists that might opt for certain market measures, 

dependingg on which way the domestic social forces are mobilised and how they are 

manipulatedd by global restrictions. Some of these market measures might entail 

dismantlingg the entire party/state apparatus, as experienced in Eastern Europe. Though 

thiss last experience was seemingly the most popular during the late 1980s, it was, as 

demonstratedd in other cases like Cuba, not the only option. 

Whatt happened in Eastern Europe is a perfect example of the internal struggle of 

interestss that was implied by Poulantzas work. The culmination of conflicting interests 
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were,, nonetheless, inspired by an economic crisis that slowed Soviet production and 

technologicall  innovation during the 1970s, but it was not until the 1980s that Eastern 

Europeann economists were allowed to open publicly the debates on the causes of 

economicc stagnation. Some like Aganbegyan [1988] pointed mostly to general 

structurall  problems that a centrally planned economy entailed. Others like the 

Hungariann Janus Kornai made specific claims to the causes of the decline of Soviet 

blocc economies. His main theses were that: a) a shift in world market price 

proportionss changed the terms of trade to the disadvantage of Eastern Europe; b) a 

recessionn in Western capitalist countries coupled with new protectionist measures 

madee export more difficult for these countries; finally, c) during the decades when 

economicc growth seemed constant, infrastructure was ignored by following 

investment-intensivee as opposed to extensive programmes. [Kornai, 1980] The 

countriess of the CMEA in Eastern Europe were integrating their economies further 

intoo the West and because of their dependency became vulnerable to shocks in prices 

andd products. [Lawniczak, 1992:99-106] 

Somee pointed out that the series of reforms that Gorbachev introduced in his 

Perestroikaa and Glasnost just accelerated the process of integration of Eastern 

Europeann markets with the countries of the West. [Kornai, 1992] The conclusions 

weree that once the process of so-called democratisation and market liberalisation 

begann rolling, the popular forces with antagonistic features toward state-leaders would 

gainn momentum and eventually bring down the bureaucracy that appeared to impede 

progress.. But the movement towards resistance was not new or developed in the late 

1980s.. Since hard-line Stalinist models of socialist states were imposed upon the 

countriess of Eastern Europe after World War II, the popular base of legitimacy was 

neverr present in those countries. This caused a large political vacuum between elites 

inn the Communist parties' leadership and the ordinary Eastern European citizen. 

Additionally,, due to the market openings to international financial institutions other 

thann those provided by the Soviet Union, infiltration of antagonistic forces towards 

Stalinistt models of development started to rise within Party bureaucratic circles. These 

"anti-statists""  and agents of Western capitalism formed interest groups that came into 

conflictt with the so-called 'hard-liners', while at the same time filling  in the political 

gapp that was exposed between the leaderships and the people. 
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Thiss was not the case in Cuba for a number of reasons. One of the underlying tenants 

off  the Cuban Revolution -what I call pillars- is that of popular participation. (See 

Chapterr Two) This at first might seem as an apology for Communist Party 

propaganda.. But what it entails is a connection between Cuba's party/state apparatus 

andd the popular masses. Whether the vehicles of expression can be considered 

democraticc or not or, whether the relation between the leadership is imposed or simply 

justified,, is another question. Nevertheless, there is a revealed, strong link between 

leaderss in government and businesses and the popular masses that were somehow 

absentt in Eastern Europe and the USSR. There was never a gap among popular forces, 

likee the Federation of Cuban Women and the united Cuban Trade Union, and the 

memberss of the PCC. In Cuba, bureaucratic despotism was rarely an important factor 

inn the political life of its citizens. Furthermore, since Fidel Castro's ascension to 

power,, at no time did any country -including the Soviet Union- impose its military 

mightt against the popularly supported regime. Cuba was never a Soviet satellite in the 

Americas.. As historical reference will demonstrate, Cuban and Soviet foreign policies 

oftenn clashed. There are other factors that should be considered when asking why the 

Soviett bloc disappeared, however, since this is not a comparative study, there is no 

roomm for it here. 

Concentratingg on the Cuban case, it is necessary to look deeper into the theoretical 

foundationss that allow for what I identify as the party/state apparatus to adopt certain 

positions,, strategies and measures that may be consistent with the global political 

economyy or, possibly, quite the opposite of what most state leaders employ. At this 

pointt it is necessary to move beyond the state and look at the general environment in 

whichh the Cuban party/state apparatus has existed and exists today. In the same way 

thatt the Soviet bloc could not be considered an autarkic model of state-led capital 

accumulation,, but was also dependent on the capitalist world system, analysing 

Cuba'ss domestic political economy entails taking into consideration the domestic and 

globall  forces and changes that impinge upon it. The following chapter will 

concentratee on the evolution of domestic forces while the extreme changes in the 

globall  environment will be dealt with in the chapters thereafter. 
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